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Task & Executive
A quality, stylish and modern ergonomic solution for all working environments.
With a combination of sizes, back styles and movement options, all task and
clerical requirements are met within one extended range.

activ

Activ Pg 18-19

Activ plus Pg 20-21

i-MOVE plus Pg 28-29

i-CON Pg 22-23

i-CON plus Pg 24-27

i-SIT Pg 30-31

Task & Executive

activ

Micro
Pro
Ergo

...Preventative, Corrective, Affordable.

Activ shown in Camira Gravity Petal /Frozen /Dove
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activ

Activ
- Micro - designed for the small to medium user.
Pro - larger task chair proportions.
Ergo - deluxe spine shaped tri-curved back profile.

The Activ range offers a traditional solution to task and posture seating.
Catering for smaller size chair users is often overlooked,
which is why a petite option is included.
Pro and Ergo are aimed at the standard size user,
where a choice of back rest can be specified.
A multitude of additional options are available making
the Activ range a cost effective task chair proposition.

Features:
3-lever Independent mechanism
Optional Synchro mechanism
Adjustable body tension control
Ratchet backrest height adjustment
Waterfall seat
3 backrest options

Green Thinking
ACTIV micro pro ergo also boast 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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plus

...Preventative, corrective, affordable.

Activ plus shown in Camira Gravity Dewdrop
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Activ plus

activ

- Exceptional comfort for the broader user.

Activ plus caters for the larger user, who still require an executive task chair offering.
The extra large seat pan and wide tri-curved backrest provide a chair solution which
exceeds normal task chair parameters.

Features:
3-lever Independent mechanism
Optional Synchro mechanism
Adjustable body tension control
Seat slide adjustment 50mm
Ratchet back height adjustment
Wide tri-curved backrest
Extra large waterfall seat

Green Thinking
ACTIV plus also boasts 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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i-CON
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i-CON shown in Camira
Gravity Gooseberry/ Fresh

...Intelligent, Intuitive.

activ

i-CON
- Intelligent, Simplistic, Responsive.

Simplicity was the key word in the design brief.
The removal of the complexity and confusion of adjustment
the result – fewer controls and easier to use.
A task chair family for all environments, home and office, the chair of choice for many
users and companies.
Eco friendly, fast assembly.

Features:
Synchronised body responsive mechanism
Weight activated movement
Single lever control
4-position lockable tilt
Integral seat slide 50mm travel
Adjustable lumbar panel
3 stylish backrest options
2D adjustable arms

Green Thinking
ACTIV i-CON also boasts 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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i-CON plus

...Intelligent, Intuitive.

i-CON plus Black shown in Camira Sprint Nutrition/ Victory/ Silver

i-CONfer the ultimate conference and meeting chair for the design conscious
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i-CON plus Black

activ

- Intelligent, Simplistic, Responsive.

An advanced project chair solution.
Intuitive, simplistic controls to maintain the fluid movement of the chair for recognised
health benefits.
Unique, modern and design conscious
Wrap around comfort over four backrest styles
Eco friendly, fast assembly.

Features:
Synchronised body responsive mechanism
Weight activated movement
Single lever control
4-position lockable tilt
Integral seat slide 50mm travel
Adjustable lumbar panel
3 stylish backrest options
2D adjustable arms
i-CONfer standard with polished base and
memory return gas lift

Green Thinking
ACTIV i-CON plus also boasts 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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i-CON plus

...Intelligent, Intuitive.

i-CON plus White shown in Camira X2 Positive/ Polygon

i-CONfer the ultimate conference and meeting chair for the design conscious
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i-CON plus White

activ

- Intelligent, Simplistic, Responsive.

An advanced project chair solution.
Intuitive, simplistic controls to maintain the fluid movement of the chair for recognised
health benifits.
Unique, modern and design conscous
Wrap around comfort over four backrest styles
Eco friendly, fast assembly.

Features:
Synchronised body responsive mechanism
Weight activated movement
Single lever control
4-position lockable tilt
Integral seat slide 50mm travel
Adjustable lumbar panel
3 stylish backrest options
2D adjustable arms
i-CONfer standard with polished base and
memory return gas lift

Green Thinking
ACTIV i-CON plus also boasts 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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...Intelligent, Intuitive.

i-MOVE plus shown in
Camira Era Prime/Chapter/Lifetime

i-MOVE plus

activ

- Intelligent, Simplistic, Responsive.

Integrating style, function and value.
Tri-curved posture backrests, coupled with simple ergonomic controls, combine to deliver
enhanced comfort and support.
i-MOVE plus - the contemporary, dynamic task chair solution.
Eco friendly, fast assembly.

Features:
Synchronised body responsive mechanism
Single revolution body tension controls
Adjustable seat angle
Single lever control
4-position lockable tilt
Integral seat slide 50mm travel
Ratchet backrest height adjustment
3 stylish backrest options
4D adjustable arms

Green Thinking
ACTIV i-MOVE plus also boasts 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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i-SIT

...Efficiency in comfort and harmony.

i-SIT shown in Camira X2 Value/Positive
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i-SIT
- A Superior Executive Task Chair.

A high back task chair with executive synchronised mechanism control.
Available in Upholstered and Mesh back options, the i-SIT offers
high performance, high comfort and represents the
very best integration of style and function.

Features:
Synchronised mechanism
Anti-shock release
Additional forward seat tilt
Adjustable body tension control
Integral seat slide 125mm travel
Backrest height adjustment
Adjustable mesh lumbar panel
Flex-front seat
2D and 4D adjustable arm options

Green Thinking
ACTIV i-SIT also boasts 95% recyclable
credentials at the end of its natural life.
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